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Overview

Pure steam generators (sometimes referred to as clean steam generators) are often required for
sterilization in the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries in applications where the steam or
its condensate have the potential to come into contact with the end product and cause
unacceptable contamination.

House steam or steam from a conventional sterilizer boiler is not normally allowed in these
processes because the steam can contain boiler chemicals, rust, or other contaminants that
could adulterate the products being manufactured.

The use of pure steam in pharmaceutical applications is required to achieve compliance with
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) as detailed in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR Title
21, Part 211).  These regulations are designed to prevent contamination of pharmaceutical
products during their manufacture.

While regulations do not definitively state exactly what constitutes pure steam, the
pharmaceutical industry has consolidated its own specifications around the requirement that
pure steam condensate must meet the conductivity, total organic carbon (TOC), and endotoxin
statutory limits established for Water for Injection (WFI).  WFI is higher purity water than
Purified Water (PW).

Conductivity <2.1 u S/cm @ 25 degrees C
TOC <500 ppm
Endotoxin <0.25 EU/ml

Construction

To avoid corrosion (unlike utility steam, pure steam has no corrosion inhibitors), pure steam
generators are constructed of 316L stainless steel, or in some cases titanium. Corrosion must be
avoided as the corrosion contaminants could adulterate the end product.

Pure steam generators are also designed to prevent microbial and chemical contaminants from
entering the steam system.  The generators are designed to avoid collection of condensate
where bacterial growth could occur and generate endotoxins that are not destroyed by pure
steam operating temperatures.
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PURE STEAM GENERATORS (CON’T)

In general practice, the feed water used in pure steam generators is Purified Water (PW)
provided by a reverse osmosis (RO) system.  The feed water is heated to the boiling point by
use of plant steam in a double tube sheet heat exchanger.  A double tube sheet is often used
as an extra barrier to contamination caused by leakage at the tube sheet.
Because contaminating water droplets must not be carried along with the pure steam,
generators normally will use a demister or a cyclone baffles before the steam outlet to the
sterilizer.

Concentrated contaminants from the feed water are removed from the generator via periodic
blow downs.

Validation

Because of their critical nature to the safety and efficacy of the finished products, steam
generator systems are required to undergo validation (IQ/OQ/PQ) at the manufacturing
facility.

Primus uses pure steam generators manufactured by Allegheny Bradford Corporation located
in Bradford, Pennsylvania.
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